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Development and Testing of a 300W-class Arcjet
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Abstract

A laboratory model of 300W-class arcjet thruster aiming at NSSK maneuver of Iton-class stationary
satellites was designed and tested To evaluate its performance and operational characteristics, thrust
vector measurements and conventional axial thrust performance tests were conducted with nitrogen and
hydrogen gas mixture simulating decomposed hydrazme. In the thrust vector measurements, little side-
thrust was observed for high mass flow rates, though significant amount about 10% of axial thrust
occurred at for mass flow rate down to 10mg/s. In the conventional way of performance tests, the anodes
with constrictors of 0.3mm and 00.5mm in diameter were tested. Significant increase of plenum pressure
in case of 40.3mm constrictor suggests a problem to manage the propellant supply system, but the thrust
performance improvement and the considerable enhancement of stable operation with 00.3mm constrictor
have been observed for all operational conditions. As the typical performance, specific impulse of 480sec
with thrust efficiency of 34% can be achieved at the operational condition of 10mg/s and 300W.

class arcjets. Therefore, further lowered power
1. Introduction arcjet is necessary for extensive application.

For this reason, the development of 300W-class
Low power dc-arcjet thruster is considered as arcjet started from 1993. Until now, a preliminary

one of the candidate for the propulsion device for test has been conducted by existing low power
north-south(N-S) station keeping of satellite in the arjet named SAGAMI-II(S-II) to obtain design
next generation because of the benefit of propellant guidelines of new thruster. Then, the objective was
saving by high specific impulse and common led to the design of new thruster and evaluation of
propellant management system with other its performance and operation characteristics. In
propulsion systems such as NzHI/N 20. addition to these objectives, there are
bipropellant apogee engine and mono-propellant requirements to evaluate the unstable operation.
hydrazine gasjet. Actually, several low power In the preliminary test with S-II, unstable
arcjets have been used and decided to be applied operation with slanted plume has been observed
to N-S station keeping mission of the in the power range about 300W. Therefore, it is
communication satellites[l]. [2], [3] While the required to know in which condition does unstable
arjets are supplied 1.4-1.8kW electric power in operation occur and how much the side-thrust is
these missions, the power available on most of the In this paper. we report the development status
satellites is not sufficientfor the operation of l-kW of n ew a r j et a n( t h e t est in g r esu l s t o ev a luate
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I thrust vector, performance and other operational field data, such as velocity and pressure. The

characteristics associated with this thruster, idealized and simplified principle of the
measurement is shown in Fig.2. The thruster is
fixed to a table and it is supported by three points

2. Apparatus and Test Procedure placed on the same radius in every 1200 direction.
From the force balance in z-direction and moment

Thruster around x and y axis, we can obtain the following

Before designing a 300W-class arcjet, a equations.

preliminary test has been conducted with existing

arqet named SAGAMI-II(S-II). In this test, we F11 = R + R3 , (1)

obtained several insights for the development of -IF sin + rR2 sin60 - rR3 sin 60 = 0, (2)

new thruster as follows (ref.[4]): IF_ cos0 - rR1 + rR2 cos 60° - rR3 cos 60 = 0,

(1)From the comparison with the large IkW- (3)
class arcjet, improvement in thrust performance where
could be achieved by S-II. This improvement was F,,: total axial force acting on the system
considered to be brought about the reduction of F,: total side-force acting on the system
thermal loss with miniaturization of the thruster. : direction of total side force

(2)With a 00.30mm diameter constrictor, much R1, R2, R 3: reaction forces at supporting points
better thrust performance than that with 00.5mm r: radius of the supporting points
diameter one was observed. 1: distance of the nozzle from the table.

Taking account of these results, a new arcjet
thruster named SAGAMI-III (S-III) was designed Transforming these equations, one can obtain
to be miniaturized and to employ 00.3mm axial and side-force vector as follows:
diameter constrictor. Figure 1 shows the cross
section view of S-III. The basic design philosophy F1 = Ri + R2 + R3 , (1)
is same as that of S-II. One of special feature of = 2-
these thrusters is a tubular cathode holder, with F1  + (4)

which both power and propellant are supplied. 8= tan- , (5)
Further miniaturization from S-II was kA)

progressed in S-III. Compared with S-II, the where

diameter and weight of the thruster were reduced A = 3(R2 - R3 )r (2R, - R2 - R3 )r

from 23mm to 16mm and 140g to 110g, 21 21

respectively. The thruster housing is split into two

parts for assembly and disassembly convenience With this principle, the sensitivity for side force

of the thruster and screwed on to each other with can be amplified with factor of /r.

inner and outer screw threads.
Anode and cathode were made of tungsten and In the actual stand shown in Fig.3, we use

that containing 2% of thoria. We tested two loadcells to measure the reaction force at the

anodes with different constrictor diameters. The supporting points. Due to large offset by the self-

details of electrode configuration are in Table 1. weight of table system contrary to high sensitivity

Electrode gap is set to be 0.0mm and 0.25mm for to measure axial thrust of 100mN or less and far

S0.3mm and 00.5mm constrictor, respectively, less amount ofside-force, large dynamic range and
high precision is required for the loadcells. To relax

Thrust Vector Measurement this severe requirement for loadcells, it is

To satisfy the requirement for evaluation of necessary to reduce the weight of table system. In

side-thrust, thrust vector measurements were the designed stand, the weight of the table system

conducted using a thrust vector stand which was including thruster and its interface was reduced to

newly developed for S-III. about 1300gf. The loadcells used have capacity of

The thrust vector was measured neither by any 600gf. very low hysteresis error of ±0.015%R.O.

kind of probe technique nor optical measurement and sensitivity of 0.06gf. They were also checked

of theplumebut by a mechanicalstand. The merit so that they can be used in the vacuum chamber

of this method was that the side-thrust can be and insensitive to the change of thermal and

directly measured without any translation of flow electromagnetic environment imposed by
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opr'raung arc': Each loadclii wa- connectep ;., outpu : n c:';;: i nr: : n<.r ; Cahbrat.,.
signa!-processor whichoutput was se: wobe "Ou', thru-: was ai-c. perdi.n. ;:i b\ ioadclr, and
for th- load of i Ogf and recorded by p:en-recorder unloadinz of the weigh: ThE. uncertainm t o rho

On the other hand, there must be mterferencp measurement was less than !mN
on the table system caused by power supply cables Specific impulse and thrust eficrency wer-
and propellant supply tube These interference obtained from followinz definitions.
resulted in drift or hysteresis of ioadcell output T (
and obstructed correct measurements For all mg
tests, such hysteresis were removed with a ,

?m( - U1od 7- T:possible adjustment. Especially adjustment of the ' 7- -co
position to fix propellant supply tube. which is P 2m
made of nylon and tends to play as coil-like spring, where
was very effective to the correct measurement By T: thrust
virtue of adjustment, most of the hysteresis could m: mass flow rate
be removed, though small drift, which might be g: acceleration of the gravity. 9 807m/s 2

depending on the mechanical drift of cables and u: exhaust velocity
tube, was remained. This drift could be a linear P: input power
function of time, so the output signal could be and the subscript "cold" means the values forcold
corrected properly, gas.

Calibration for both axial and side-thrust was
performed before and after each test by loading Other Test Facilities and Test Equipment
and unloading of known weights. This calibration Al tests was performed in the ambient
was also applied to the evaluation of the pressure below 0.23torr. which was measured at
adjustment of the setting. mass flow rates of 30mg/s. Hydrogen nitrogen gas

Measured reaction forces were processed such mixture simulating decomposed hydrazine was
that the measured total axial and side forces were used as a propellant. The mass flow rate was
subtracted by those obtained when the operation regulated by thermal-conductivity type controller
did not start. To obtain total forces m the actual which was calibrated for hydrogen and corrected
stand, we modified the relations with proper by convergent factor. The uncertainty of the
assumption taking account of the misalignment of measurement is considered to be 2-3%. Plenum
center of gravity of the table system and pressure was measured by semiconductor type
infinitesimal forces from thruster interface, pressure transducer at 20cm upstream from the

Uncertainty of measurement is found to be 5m N thruster.
and 1% of axial thrust for axial and side-thrust. The power supply used was switching regulator
respectively. Those include the precision of the type as was applied to IkW-class arcjet tests. The
loadcell, calibration error and the effect of switching frequency and the open voltage of the
mechanical misalignment of the table system. power supply were 200kHz and 155V, respectively.

All tests of thrust vector measurement were Discharge current and discharge voltage were
performed in the vacuum chamber with obtained by Hall-type current sensor and 1:40
dimensions of 02m x 4m. divided resistor, respectively. Measured voltac-

signal was input to an isolation-amplifier and
Conventional Performance test output to a pen-recorder.

In parallel with thrust vector measurement.
conventional uni-axial performance test has been
conducted toverify the thrust vectormeasurement 3. Results and Discussion
technique and evaluate thrust performance and
the operational characteristics of the new thruster Evaluation of the side-thrust
The thruster was operated in wide operational The measurement was conducted under five
condition ofinput power range of270\W-.50W ari operating conditions with 00.3mm constrictor.
mass flow rates of 10 mg/s -30mg/s Each oper-tionr started wilh discharge curren: of

The thnrut stand for the conventional 5A and reduced to the value of each operat:,
performance test was already described in some within 1 minur afterignition. The oper;:;ion time
papcrs(c. . Ref 15). Thrust was measuredl a was about 10 minutes for all the cases.

I
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Figure 3 shows the ratio ofside-thrust to that of the limit of stable operat:on of power supply.

axial component and its direction at 3, 6, and 9 Figure 8 is the discharge votage signal under the

minutes after ignition. Taking account of the error operation of 15mg/s, 2.5A. At the operation about

of the measurement due to the mechanical 2.5A, the voltage/current ripple was observed to be

misalignment of the stand, the side-thrust was about 10% of the total with frequency about 100Hz.

small enough for most of the case. However, the This npple was also observed when the power

significant side component at the condition of supply was applied to the static load. In addition

10mg/s and 3A was observed. Such instability did to the difficulty to maintain arc itself with

not occur for the same operation condition in the reduction of discharge current, the fluctuation of

conventional performance test mentioned later, power supply increases simultaneously. Therefore,

Therefore, we consider the possible mechanical the lower limit of operation in the tests are

misalignment of electrode caused such instability expected to be related to both the characteristic of

in the case of low mass flow rates. the arc and the ability of the power supply.
The other kind of operational instability was

Thrust performance observed only for the case of 00.5mm constrictor

In the conventional performance test, we (Fig.9). There were two modes with different

obtained data for sixteen operational conditions. discharge voltage. One of them is characterized by

Mass flow rate and discharge current were stable and rather high discharge voltage and the

changedparametrically 10, 15,20, 30mg/s and 2.5, other show unstable operation with low discharge

3.0, 4.0, 5.0A respectively. The data obtained in voltage. Reducing mass flow rate or discharge

this test were in Table 2. current, the unstable operation appeared more

In Figure 5, some graphs concerning with thrust frequently. This tendency prevents to reduce the

performance characteristics are shown foro0.3mm operation power and it was impossible to reduce

and 00.5mm constrictors. In Figure 5(a), specific discharge current to 2.5A by the extinction of the

impulse as function of input power are plotted, arc for the case of 40.5mm constrictor.

The data with error-bar correspond to the data of

thrust vector measurement. In comparison with

the data obtained in the traditional performance Summary
test, it can be seen that the data obtained inI thrust vector measurement have good agreement A new laboratory model of 300W-class arcjet
with conventional data. was designed and fabricated in ISAS. Several

From the all graph in Fig.5, it was noticed that tests to evaluate side-thrust, conventional thrust
thrust performance of 0.3mm constrictor was performance and operational characteristics were
superior to that of 0.5mm and this tendency conducted. With 00.3mm constrictor, stable
became stronger for the operation of lower mass operation and high thrust performance were
flow rates. The reason of this improvement with achieved. Until now, we successfully achievedI0.3mm constrictor might be originated from stable operation with the minimum input power
improvement in thermal efficiency or reduction of about 270W with 00.3 mm constrictor.
frozen flow loss associated with high plenum As a typical thrust performance, specific
pressure of 00.3mm constrictor as shown inFig.6. impulse of420sec at mass flow rate of 15mg/s and
But the details are not clear at present and further input power of 320W was obtained with 00.3mm
investigation for the understanding is necessary. constrictor. Comparing with 40.3mm and 0.5mm

constrictor, the thrust efficiency of the former is
Other operational characteristics superior to the latter. This tendency is enhanced

Figure 7 shows the discharge characteristics of when reducing mass flow rate. Further
both constrictors. In spite of short electrode gap for investigation is required but. the possible reason
00.a3mm constrictor, the discharge voltage tends to investigation is required but. tile possible reason

0.3mm constrictor, the discharge voltage tends to to this tendency might be considered reduction of
be higher than that of 0.5mm one. The reason of the frozen flow loss or improvement in thermal

this tendency might be explained by the high efficiency accompanied with increase of pressure
pressure and high density at the discharge region. and density near the discharge region to explain it

The left ends of the curves, which denote exactly.
dischargecurrentof about 2.5A, does not mean the Measuring the discharge voltage signal, lower
limit of low power operation of this thruster, but operational limit is considered to be related to

I
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Table 1 Confiurations of the electrodleo

F
Anode (Tungsten)

Constricdr

SDametar, mm 0.3 05

Length. mm 0.5 ' R

Szzle

Converging half angle, deg 45

Divergmg half angle, deg .30

R3
Diameter at Exit, mm 8.0

Area Ratio 256 771 Ri

Cathode X

(2% Thoriated Tungsten) Figure 2. Idealized principle of thrust vector

Diareter, mm 1.6 measurement

Half angle of tip, dg 30

Thruster

Alminum support

Propellant supply
tube

Table

* Loadcells

Figure 3. Photograph of the thrust vector stand
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